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The ground of this experiment was conducted to demo how light strengths 

affected the petiole length of the workss called Pothos aureu. The workss 

tended to hold a longer petiole length and faster growing under low-light 

than the 1s under high-light, because the workss were normally known as 

the understory workss in the rain forest where had a small light go 

throughing through. However, the workss performed their phenotypic 

malleability to outdo adapt to the assorted environment conditions and 

increase their survival rates. Therefore, the high-light treated workss should 

hold a somewhat slower growing, and a shorter length of leafstalks than the 

high-light 1s. The experiment was to mensurate the petiole length of workss 

in the growing Chamberss under high and low visible radiation strengths. 

The consequences demonstrated that the workss under low-light yet had a 

longer petiole length and significantly faster growing and the high-light 
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treated workss besides had an increasing leafstalk length, but non every bit 

long as the other 1s. 

Both of the workss showed their phenotypic malleability in order to 

accommodate to different environment. 

Introduction: 
Phenotypic malleability was the result of the assorted phenotypes produced 

by a individual genotype depending on different environment conditions. It 

was to let the beings to outdo adapt to the altering environment even in 

unfavorable conditions for endurance which was the familial adaptation ( “ 

Crispo E-2008 ” ) . Harmonizing to natural choice of the fittest endurance, 

the species showed less difference of each other under the stable 

environment than the unstable 1. However, the higher the familial and 

phenotypic fluctuations around the interacting beings were, the better the 

adaptation to the environment because the species were interacting to each 

other, therefore they could hold matching benefits to the others ( “ Anurag 

A. 

Agrawal-2001 ” ) . How was the survey performed on species to demo their 

phenotypic malleability under different environments? In this experiment, 

workss called Pothos aureu were being studied, and the petiole length of the 

workss were examined in the response of fresh home grounds, which had a 

high and low degree of light strengths. The natural environment of the 

workss was in the lower degrees of the rainforest where small visible 

radiation could come through. 
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How light strengths could act upon on the petiole length and the growing of 

the workss? It was a common cognition that leaves were closely related to 

the map of photosynthesis, because photosynthesis chiefly occured in leaf 

construction of workss. A late survey showed that the shaded workss which 

lacked foods could keep the ability of soaking up from the roots and have the

lifting lengths and sizes of all right roots along with the stable concentration 

of N in foliage parts compared to the workss which were under the Sun ( “ 

Sonia E. Sultan-2000 ” ) . 

The low-light shaded workss were expected to hold a normal growing and 

proper length of leafstalk the same as its turning environment in the rain 

forest. If the workss under the high-light strengths, which were non the 

suited conditions, could hold an increased length of leafstalks, which was still

shorter than the low-light 1s, so these workss expressed their ability of 

response of phenotype from changing genotypes, known as phenotypic 

plastic, to suit in the unfavorable environment, and guarantee their 

endurance. 

Methods: 
The topics for experiment, Pothos aureus workss, which had mounting vines, 

were being measured the length of leafstalk, the short root where the 

foliages connected to the chief root, under the two different light conditions, 

low-light strengths ( 30AµEm-2s-1 ) and high- visible radiation strengths 

( 340AµEm-2s-1 ) for around 10 hebdomads. The workss were displaced in 

growing Chamberss at the grade of 22 A°C when the workss completed a full

visible radiation rhythm in 16 hours under the Sun and 8 hours at dark. The 
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mean ( mean ) of the petiole length and its standard derivation under two 

light status and the t-test consequences such as t-value, the grades of 

freedom, P value could be calculated and analysed in the Microsoft Excel 

after seting the information of leafstalks length indoors. 

Consequences: 

Text 
In the experiment, there were a sum of 254 leafstalks of workss being 

measured under the two light strengths, high and low visible radiation, and 

each of the conditions had 127 workss. The workss under the low-light had a 

larger petiole length mean ( mean ) of 55. 34 millimeters than the 1s under 

high-light which was 48. 59 millimeter ( figure 1 ) . Besides value of standard

divergences of the treated workss under the Sun was bigger than the treated

workss at dark, which had a difference of 2 ( figure 1 ) . After, a statistical 

trials analysis was performed to find difference of the leafstalks length of the

two groups in the Microsoft Excel. 

There were 2 statistical hypotheses, Ho and HA. The void hypothesis Ho 

showed that there was no difference in the agencies of petiole length under 

high-light and low-light treated, and HA indicated that there was a difference

in the agencies of petiole length under high-light and low-light treated. The t-

value was 3. 788 when chance ( p-value ) was equal or smaller than 0. 001 

and the grades of freedom of the two groups was 252 when the entire figure 

of leafstalks measured N was 254 ( figure 2 ) . 
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The Critical t- value was about 3. 12 when the grades of freedom was 252. 

The t-value was greater than the critical t-value from T tabular array for a 

two-tailed trial with p= 0. 

001. The chance determined from the T tabular array was equal and smaller 

than 0. 002 which was less than the cut off chance value of 0. 001. 

Therefore, the void hypothesis ( Ho ) were rejected which stated the 

agencies of both groups were equal, and at that place was a important 

differences between the agencies of the two groups which were existent and 

could non be attributed to opportunity entirely at a chance degree of 0. 001. 

Discussion and Decision: 
The consequences of this experiment was that the statistical trial rejected 

the void hypothesis ( Ho ) that stated the agencies of both workss under low-

light and high-light were equal. On the other manus, the informations 

analysis sustained the alternate hypothesis ( HA ) that workss under low-light

still had a longer petiole length than the 1s under high-light. 

These consequences supported the initial research hypothesis that the 

workss under low-light had a longer length of leafstalk and faster growing 

than the workss under high-light and the high-light treated had as evidently 

slower phenotypic response to the environment than the low-light 1s. The 

workss showed their ability of response of the phenotype to the 

environmental alterations ( phenotypic malleability ) . The information 

analysis was able to make the intent of the lab, which was to demo the 

diverseness of petiole length of workss under different light strengths and 
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hence displace their phenotypic malleability to accommodate to the 

environment alterations. The ground why there was an obviously longer 

petiole length in the low-light treated workss was that choice besides 

happened in phenotypic malleability. The adaptative phenotypic malleability 

were more frequently found in the natural populations where the workss of 

course live and growing, because the familial fluctuation for malleability in 

the populations could germinate over clip in the response to the natural 

choice ( “ Massimo Pigliucci-2005 ” ) . Since Pothos aureus Plants were of 

course found in the lower degree of the rainforest which was fundamentally 

a low-light topographic point, the workss under low-light had a better ability 

of phenotypic response to the environment and higher leafstalk length than 

the 1s under high-light ( . There was a survey of Polygonum persicarial, 

which was a widely distributed one-year frequently found in a broad scope 

home grounds with three sites, food rich, alimentary hapless in pools, and 

half shaded mesonic comparison with the species found in the simple and 

similar home grounds. 

The consequence showed the 1s populating in the broad distributed 

topographic points had a high ability of phenotypic response in footings of 

visible radiation, H2O and food environment than the other 1s. It besides 

revealed that phenotypic malleability was inclined to happen in the species 

populating in the nature, which was a favorable topographic point for them 

( “ Sonia E. Sultan-2000 ” ) . The possible job that were encountered was the 

workss should hold the same length of leafstalk before executing the 

experiment, hence an extra research of the initial length of leafstalk of the 
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workss should be measured. All in all, the low-light treated workss had a 

longer petiole length than the high-light treated and both treated workss 

showed their phenotypic malleability under assorted environmental 

conditions at a certain grade. 
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Consequences 

Figures 
Figure Bar Graph of the Mean Petiole Length under high-light and low-light 

statusTablesSummary of t-Test Consequencest-value3. 788 ( either +3. 788 

or -3. 788 )The grades of freedom252p-value0. 001 ( pa‰¤0. 001 )Number 

of leafstalks measured ( N )254Figure t-test consequences drumhead 
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